proposed along with their variances and high probability density intervals.
Introduction
Because time and cost limitations in collecting life-test results, it is frequently necessary to develop statistical inference pr )cedures using information obtained from vanous sources. Recently, Viveros [21] studied large-sample interval estimations for mean lifetimes of components based on combined series system data. Kalbfleish and Lawless [9] proposed a reliability estimation method to integrate field-performance data together. Nair [17] suggested the use of degradation data measured from deterioration of electronic devices over several time periods. When life test data are observed for a system and its components, it is often desirable to combine all available information to improve statistical inferences, particularly in situations where observations are limited.
Miyamura [16] analyzed life test measurements for air conditioners viewing them as series systems of electromagnetic valves and other components. Considering a thermal battery as a parallel system consisting of two bridgewires, Easterling and Prairie [7] studied life test data collected at the component level (bridgewires) as well as the system level (battery). Mastran [15] and Martz, Waller and Fickas [14] presented Bayesian approaches to permit the reliability assessment using test and prior data at both component and system levels.
We consider the following bivariate censored data from system and components:
life tests of n prototypes of a two-component system are conducted and multiple time- the second components on test, respectively. Additionally, data x n + i = min(x~+i' t1J, j = 1, ... , l, k = 1, ... , m are collected from separate component testings. The censoring times t xi ' t yi ' t w t 2i are fixed and may be equal.
In many multi-component systems, a common cause failure or a similar envi:onmental factor might ca':se the dependence between lifetimes of components [ef. Esary and Proschan, 8] . In studies of breakdown times of dual generators in a power plant or twin engines in a 2-engine airplane, both generators might fail simultaneously due to a common cause such as a mis-operation in the central control system. In all the aforementioned studies of system-component data, the component lifetimes were assumed to be s-independent for the sake of simplicity of mathematical treatment. In this paper, we use the bivariate Weibull distribution (BVW) due to Marshall-Olkin [12] to model component lifetimes and study inference procedures of the model parameters.
The survival function (SF) of the BVW is given by
(1.1) 
A DATA SET AND PROBABILITY FUNCTIONS OF THE BVW
To illustrate the procedure of computiJ.lg the proposed Bayes estimators, we consider a data set taken from Nelson [18] , where times to failure on 10 motors with a new Class H insulation at 220'C are recorded for three causes: turn, phase and ground. 
and Ra is an indicator for different domain of (x, y):
The following conditional survival probabilities, given in Eq. (1.9) of Barlow and
Proschan [1] , are essential to con.struct the likelihood function of the parameters for the
for y> x,
Results for Pr( yo > y I XO = x) are defined similarly.
PRIOR DISTRIBUTIONS BASED ON COMPONENT TESTING
In a Bayesian framework all parameters \' 13 are treated as unknown random variables denoted as Ai' 13, i = 1,2,3, respectively. Let~be a vector of (A 1 , A 2 , A 3 )'.
In this section, informatioL. collected from life tests at the component level,
, is utilized to formulate the joint prior distribution on (~, 13). The prior distribution to be considered is the one originally proposed by Soland [20] for the univariate Weibull distribution, which is a family of joint prior distributions that places a continuous distribution on the scale parameter and a discrete distribution on the shape parameter.
Suppose that 13 has k values f3 i in (0, 00) with the probability p/' j = 1, ..., k, where .f p.' = 1 and k is the number of components in the system, k = 2 in this case. 
LIKELIHOOD FUNCTION BASED ON SYSTEM TESTING
In this section, we formulate the likelihood function of the parameters based on censored data obtained at system level. We define the following 'indicators: We write the likelihood in a general notation:
For the bivariate Weibull distribution BVW, we apply the joint pdf (2.1), survival function (1.1) and the conditional survival probability (2.2) to derive the likelihood function for paired data. As an example, considering that only the second component is failed, we have
where R 1i , R 2i , R 3i are indicators for domains of (xi' yJ as defined in Section 2. Other terms of (4.1) are similarly defined. With some simplifications, a collection of all these distributional functions leads to the following likelihood function based on the data collected at system level: 
POSTERIOR DISTRIBUTIONS AND BAYES ESTIMATORS
In this section, we derive the posterior distributions of the model parameters of the BVW. The posterior distribution follows the results given in Martz and Waller [13] for the univariate Weibull distribution. It is computationally appealing and leads to closed form Bayes estimators. Applying Bayes theorem, we obtain the marginal posterior distribution of /3 given the system data~) as follows:
where The posterior density of~given f3 j is given as a linear combination of several gamma distributions [ef, Eq, (9.13) in Martz and Waller, 13] :
and the normalizing constant is defined as (5.4) gamma fundions. The joint posterior distribution of (~, 13) can be obtained explicitly by using the~roduct of (5.1) and (5.3) . To derive the marginal conditional posterior density of A1 given Pi' we integrate the joint conditional posterior density of~given in
When the squared error loss function is used, the Bayes estimator for '" 1 is obtained by taking the expectation of A 1 with respect to its posterior. The results is "" 00 
